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Toldos 5776- Identity Crisis 
 

 In this week’s parsha Hashem showers 

Yitzchak with a plethora of brachos-blessings. He 

tells him that He will give him offspring that will be 

as plentiful as the stars in the sky, and the Land of 

Israel in which to settle. [It is important to note that 

the R’dak (and logic) tells us that these blessings are 

only in reference to Yaakov’s side of Yitzchak, not 

Eisav’s.] Then He says “Vehisbarachu bezar’acha kol 

goyay ha’aretz” - And the nations of the land will 

bless themselves by your seed”. (Beraishis, 26: 4). 

Rashi explains that this means that people of the world 

when blessing their own children will say “Your seed 

should be (blessed) like Yitzchak’s seed...” [This is a blessing similar to one Hashem had given 

Avraham (Beraishis, 12:3) which Rashi explains in the same vein.] One has to ask though, what 

exactly is Hashem offering Yitzchak [and Avraham] with this last blessing? Fame? Hardly a 

Jewish concept. Rather, it would seem that Hashem is saying that the blessing of Yitzchak’s seed 

will be so fantastic that the world will use his name as a yardstick of success in this area. The 

problem is: Hashem has already revealed to Yitzchak how fantastic His blessing is going to be 

when He tells him that they will be as plentiful as the stars. Why would it then make any difference 

whether it catches the imagination of the world and he becomes the go-to name for blessings? 

[With Avraham this would not be a question, for Hashem had at that point in the Torah not been 

specific in the level of success He was giving him. It would thus be relevant to add that the said 

success would be so fantastic that the world would use it as an example.] 

 Perhaps we can suggest the following. Today there are millions of Yidden unfortunately 

who do not identify with Yiddishkeit. But what is possibly even worse is they cannot be identified 

as Yidden. Yes, either by design or due to generations of indifference or persecution, there are co-

religionists looking and living exactly like the nations of the world. Much ballyhoo has recently 

been made about the number of Yidden today bli ayin hora being the same as pre-World War Two. 

Yes, it is a nice statistic to have on paper, but hardly comforting when there is the knowledge that 

many of that number are camouflaged in real life.  

 Yitzchak was being presented with a beautiful blessing; seed as much as the stars and land 

within which to live. But there was one gnawing fear, that this multitude might not associate itself 

with its ancestors to the degree that one could not tell if they descended from the Avos or if they 

stepped off the Mayflower. Says Hashem to Yitzchak “And the nations of the land shall bless 

themselves by your seed.” Not only will they be your seed but they will also be easily and readily 

identifiable as such. It will be so obvious that they are yours and no-one else’s that people 

attempting to duplicate this blessing shall invoke your name and your name only.   

 Perhaps we can add that Hashem makes this assurance of identity to Yitzchak because of 

His comparison to stars. “Your seed will be as plentiful as the stars.” Well, we all know the famous 

one-liner “Your teeth are like stars- they come out at night.” The truth is that by day they are still 

around, we just cannot identify them due to the brighter light of the sun. Like the aforementioned 

Yidden of today whom we cannot see due to the glitzy and bright surroundings of galus. It is out 

of this concern that Hashem comes back with the assurance of Vehisbarachu: There will come a 

time where Yidden will be like stars in number yet still identifiable for all to see. 

 

Have a great Shabbos and a successful Chodesh 
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